
BØRGE MOGENSEN VINTAGE PAIR OF SPANISH CHAIRS OAK LEATHER, DENMARK,
1960S

$17,900

SKU: N/A | Categories: Arm Chairs, Lounge Chairs, New, Seating | Tags: borge mogensen, Fredericia
Stolefabrik, oak, oak wood, safari chair
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Børge Mogensen.

Pair of vintage Spanish chairs with original leather by Børge Mogensen, Denmark, Fredericia
Stolefabrik, labelled, midcentury.

A pair of labelled Børge Mogensen 's iconic armchairs in solid oak and its original restored leather.

The seat and back in patinated cognac-colored full-grain leather. Designed in 1958 and produced in
the 1960s by Fredericia Stolefabrik, Denmark. The pair has been lovingly used and cared for, and is

distinguished by its very own age-appropriate characteristics.

The aged 'white' oak frames show a stunning patina and finish. Contrasting hand-stitching
compliment the original saddle leather which is substantial, with the right patina.

We have tried to preserve the original leather as good as possible, softened and massaged it with
the appropriate fluids and lotions; some parts we repaired and re-stitched, functional parts like

straps we had to replace partially to make it function.



The leather can also be replaced in full if this is requested but the original character of the pieces is
the most outstanding feature of this pair.

Measures: 32.25" wide x 22" deep x 26.75" high, seat height 13.5”.

Will be crated and shipped worldwide.



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Dimensions 82 × 58 × 67 cm

creator Borge Morensen

material oak, Leather

period 1960 – 1970





YOU MAY ALSO LIKE…

Don Shoemaker
Senal S.A. Cocobolo

Rosewood
Parquetry Table,

Mid Century

Don Shoemaker for
Senal S.A. Cocobolo
Rosewood Leather
Sofa, Mid Century

Angel Pazmino
Safari Chairs

Rosewood Hunting
Armchairs Black
Original Leather

Antonio Citterio for
B&B Italy Leather

Chaise Lounge
Baisity
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